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we are changemakers 
for positive social impact.
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each of us, as intrapreneurs, 
explore ways to build a system 
and culture of innovation.
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together as a team, 
we are pioneering 
the social sector in Korea. 
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impact story 1

http://bymomstore.com
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social 
innovation 
lab

As economic and social issues become increasingly complex, corporations understand the importance of 
addressing these challenges. Corporations are playing a proactive role bringing solutions to social issues, 
not only through charitable contributions but also by approaching social issues as opportunities to meet core 
business objectives. Corporations are thinking of new ways and putting new effort behind cooperating with 
social actors to make meaningful social impact.

On the basis of innovation and marketability, we are connecting various social ventures that are utilizing 
entrepreneurship as a way to identify and solve social issues with the capacity, resources, and connections 
of corporations. With the common goal of social innovation, we are creating opportunities for shared value, 
resulting in sustainable and widespread social impact. 

In 2015, mysc connected the E-Land Group and ByMom, a social venture that manufactures indoor tents to 
conserve energy and actively engages underemployed persons in its supply chain. mysc, through innovative 
business planning and development of trusting relationships between the two partners served as an 
intermediary,  supporting the engagement of stakeholders and management of cooperation initiatives and 
activities between E-land Group and ByMom. Through this collaboration, ByMom’s indoor tents entered 
E-land’s retail channel, manufactured with E-land’s textiles and distributed to lower-income groups through 
E-land’s social welfare foundation.

In particular, the “Cocomong x ByMom Room Tent,” featuring Cocomong, a popular character owned by 
the E-Land Group, was released and is expected to be a pioneering project in the market to promote energy 
conservation.

impact story 1 E-land CSV - ByMom collaboration
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impact story 2
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There are many issues that need to be solved in the society we live in, particularly in the developing 

world, that we do not fully understand. As unique and diverse as the social issues are, the local context and 

stakeholders add another level of complexity. 

Among the many approaches to solving social issues in developing countries, the social venture is 

receiving attention as an innovative solution. If issues, people, and social business models meet, stories of 

collaboration and partnership: disabled skilled leather workers making leather accessories, minority group 

traditional craftsmen making jewelry, and low-income farmers cultivating safe produce, among others, can 

be written.

Since 2014, mysc has been working with KOICA, KOTRA and local partner organizations in Cambodia, 

Vietnam, and Indonesia to incubate social ventures and increase development cooperation through the 

“human-centered design thinking” perspective and the “lean start-up” process.

impact story 2 KOICA-KOTRA global young business social entrepreneur incubating project

development 
innovation 
lab
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impact story 3
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impact story 3

 In each region in the city of Seoul children's group homes provide services for children who are unable 

to receive protection and familial support. These children face hardship due to their environment, often 

resulting in mental instability and declining ability to focus. When they become adults, the probability of 

them receiving welfare benefits due to having borderline intelligence disability (IQ 71-84) is high, and large 

social costs occur while assisting them for a long period of time.

Social impact bonds (SIBs) is the social innovation from the financial sector that allows private sector 

financing for public programs. The SIB enables the public sector and private investors to cooperate and 

support independence for borderline intelligence children in children's homes through programmatic 

interventions. SIBs solve a social issue at the root while effectively lowering social costs.

In 2015, mysc not only participated as an impact investor in the founding of the Pan Impact Korea, the 

managing organization of the first SIB project in Korea (Seoul city's First Social Impact Bond Project - 

Children's Education), but made an additional investment in the SIB.

the first social impact bond (SIB) in korea

impact 
investing
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social ventures  
we worked with

social innovation 
project teams 
we incubated

85 509

participants in 
social innovation/
design thinking workshops

business partners 
we worked with

12 2

impact 
investments

societal issues 
tackled through 
business

pan impact korea

yovel

environment/energy

independence of the disabled

sustainability of low-income groups

strengthening of local society

defectors from north korea

healthcare

achievements in 2015

47
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We support and nurture social enterprises 
and ventures that work to solve social 
issues in developing countries. We support 
entrepreneurial teams to establish social 
enterprises that reflect the local contexts 
and local needs through content created 
uniquely for BoP* business.

We are responsible for socially innovative 
business planning and management (such 
as CSV) of social ventures, including 
consulting and creating connections with 
large and mid-size enterprises. We also 
support the development of various social 
innovation content as well as the discovery 
and the strengthening of the capacity of 
social innovators through training and 
workshops with various domestic and 
international partners.

We run training on design thinking,  
a human-centered innovative process,  
for various enterprises, schools, and the 
public at large. We also provide design 
consulting for social ventures solving 
social issues in order to expand value  
and impact.

We are responsible for business planning 
and establishing management goals,  
as well as securing the budget and 
managing project results.  
Thus, we allow for the smooth running  
of innovative projects and activities.

social innovation  
lab

design solution  
team

business planning  
team

Launch of E-land Group CSV Consulting Partnership 
E-land

“H-Social Creator” university student CSV team 
planning and management  
Hyundai Motors

2015 Samsung Tomorrow Solutions consulting for 
participating teams 
Samsung Corporate Citizenship

9th and 10th Social Venture Competition Asia 
(SVCA) operation and management 
SEN

Published the “Social Business Model Series”  
SK Center for Social Entrepreneurship

Social Entrepreneur Training 
Foundation for Research and Business, Seoul 
University of Science and Technology

Brand Design consulting 
Wells Bio, Inc.

Hatbit Theater exhibition “Hatbit Theater, a small 
movie theatre I built by hand”  
BnF Media

Design Thinking training and workshops 
CJ HumanVille, Seoul University for Science and 
Technology, Sookmyung Women’s University, and 
Jeju National University, among others

composition of organization

*BOP : bottom of the pyramid or base of the pyramid,  

 the lower level of the world economic pyramid.

2015 KOICA-KOTRA Global Young Business Social 
Entrepreneur Incubating Program 
KOICA

2015 KOICA Academy Cooperation Project: Uganda 
Result Management Cooperation (Uganda Mango 
Fund Impact Investment Project) 
KOICA (Partner: Ewha Womans University)

2014 KOICA-KOTRA Global Young Business Social 
Entrepreneur Training Program 
KOICA

Social Entrepreneur Training, Global Sector 
Mentoring 
Korea Social Enterprise Promotion Agency/Merry 
Year Foundation

development innovation 
lab
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www.mysc.co.kr

4F Novel Building, 88, Wangsimni-ro,  
Seongdong-gu, Seoul, Korea

‘Merry year’ means the year of jubilee.

Jubilee also means celebration and the sharing of fruit.  

In this spirit, we celebrate the world we hope for,  

a world filled with the merry year spirit to relieve social inequality  

and marginalization, to allow for all people to lead decent lives,  

and to create a better world together.

mysc is putting into action this spirit of jubilee by sharing  

new opportunities and hope.

mail info@mysc.co.kr
tel  02 532 1110
fax  02 6008 1126


